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from his horse, he swung it: but the saddle-girth
broke with the strain, he fell to the ground, and at the
touch of earth age came on him, and he was a crippled,
powerless giant, in a land full of noises strange to hirn3
the noise of church bells. They brought him to St.
Patrick, and the saint undertook his conversion : the
legends are told in dialogue by Ossian, replying to
Patrick, and setting up against the Christian ideals of
meekness and forgiveness, the praise of heroes and the
contempt for a degenerate monkish race. In short,
this group of Irish literature sets the personages of
early historical tradition, the miracle-working saints,
into contrast with legendary figures from a dimmer
epoch, at the close of the pagan discipline which they
destroyed: and it is deeply stamped with a kind of
revolt against clericalism,
At what period this cycle took shape, scholarship
has not yet decided. But it is, certain that during
the ninth and tenth centuries the Norsemen, plundering
seats of learning, destroyed' most of the written litera-
ture ; and that after Brian's victories, when the Norse-
men ceased to be a menace, Brian himself, Malachy
his successor in the High Kingship, and many others
set to restoring the supply of books : and Irish scholars
and clerks were busy recompiling and writing down
past traditions. Very many Ossianie manuscripts
have come down: and they date from the eleventh
century to the sixteenth.
It has to be understood that so long as the old Gaelic
order lasted, literature was maintained as a distinct
and endowed profession. St. Patrick, who was not
Irish, was a missionary pure and simple, a Bible Chris-
tian, and it should seem a Christian statesman: but
not a man of letters. Many of his successors, notably
Columba, were learned. According to tradition,
Columba, a youth of Royal family, eligible for the
kingship of Northern Ireland, and therefore for the
High Kingship, in his course of training passed a period
under the tuition of one of the professional poets. It

